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BSTRAC-

This study describes an ethnog.raph -,..TyproaCh to the

evaluation cf a Title I Mathematic 71-ro ject designed for

third and_fifth grade low-achievin -.7.11dents. The research

was designer: as a series of eight disaggregated single

case studies of the implemehtation of the project with,

the classroom serving as the unit. The fOcus of the

study was the development of ethnographic procedures for

observing and-describing the way programs are implemented

using resource teachers to help classroom teachers improve

.
instructional services for economically disadvantaged

minority students. An ethnographic model for use by school

.district evaluators in studying program implementation was

developed.
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Classr'=-Ethnographic Study of An
L___-7:17=1=1==.s-Baset. :Supplemental Mathematics Program

Rec=tly ire has ten a trend away from exclusive reliance
in tradimfmmal social science models in educational evaluation
because 1-,17y .:.poly to on17- a small proportion of questions and
are rarely :practicable in the natural environment of the public
schools (Srxi7en, 1978; Cronbach, 1978; Guba, 1978; Stake, 197E,
House, 1977). Guba (1,978, pp. 79-80) in writing about a practi-
ioner mov.rent towards r':,-turaliatic inquiry in educational
evalua:tion, has stated a weed ". . .to enlarge the arsenal of
invest-igative strategies .:available for dealing with emergent
questimns of interest; to provide an acceptable basis for studying
processc-to pr=ide an alternative where it is impossible to meet
the tecianital slimptions of the experimental approach in the
real world.. . " Further, naturalistic or qualitative approaches
"have been seen _is a way t-meet the growing demands for evaluations
that can be ut-7--:-ed in generating recommendations for improving

. program effectt=ess Daillak, White, 1979; Patton, 1978).
This preset a7m±77 was an outgrowth of the limitations of the
control group of the current Title I Evaluation and Reporting
System to prov- sufficient information for decisionmaking
(Slaughter, 19SC-,_

Naturalistic inquil;is 'defined-by an approach used when the
researcher designed testudy to fit the situation and answer social
policy issues that often cannot be examined by altering the
situation. Ethnography is a.type of naturalistic :inquiry where
,a trained observer attempts to describe a'social situation as it
functiOn8 .naturally. As stated by, Fienberg (1977, p. 52), "Rather
than assess the effectiveness of teaching by traditional techniques
of test scores.. administered before and after (5me.1treatMent,' the
ethnographer. chooses to investigate how events within the class-
room and the interactions between teachers and students affect the
learning process. This view of the basic inquiry has led
ethnographers to the method of direct observation (most typically
nonparticipant observation) .for data collection." Ethnographic
methodology, using-trained observers of holistic behaviors of
students, teachers and others (and patterns of relationships among
them). in school settings has seemed especially relevant to'under-
standing educational practice. Tikunoff.and others (1975),
developed procedures for integrating shotter term ethnographical
observations with other types of data to increase our understanding
of classroom instruction and 'student learning. Johnson and
:Gardnet (1979), suggested some 'first steps in developing a
prototypic model fOr,training :ethnographic assistants to work .

with research staff to falfillfieldwork-.-commitments.in conducting
aclassrooMethnography of reading instruction.
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The objective of-this study was to conduct an in-depth clhss-
room implementation study, using ethnographic methods, of a
supplemental Title I mathematics project, The focus of the study
was the development of procedures for observing and-describing the
Ay programs are implemented using curriculum specialists or
resource teachers to help teachers in the regular,classroom to
improve instructional services for economically disadvantaged
minority students. The ethnographic approach used also addressed
questions arising in practice and in the research literature about
the mathematics learning of low achievers in an instructional
program using manipulative aids, that are related to the improvement'-
of compensatory education programs.

The Evaluation of Resource Teacher Programs:
Related. Literature and Research Questions

Programs employing resource teachers in specialized areas.have
been one way that administrators have attempted to improve class-
roonyourricula and meet the special needs of individual students.
This is one way that scarce resources can be extended to benefit
a larger number of'students than would be possible through Provision
of teachers giving direct services to children on a daily basis.
Resource teachers' assistance within the classroom is a "mainstream"
approach to compensatory education and may have advaiitages over'
pullout programs (Glass and Smith, 1977). One.stich.advantage May

. be articulation of the resource teacher's program and the ongoing
classroom program. Empirical research was needed to affirm or
disconfirm this speculation.

Unfortunately, the complex organization-required.for resource
persons to effectively asSiStteachers in improving the instruction
of low - achieving students in more than a .superficial way remains
a problem. For..instance, :Milofsky (1974, p. 439) described the
problems of managing school politics .ix supplemental programs and
the chronic problems of resource teachers in gaining access to
regular schoOl personnel and priorities. . Harry F. Wolcott, (1977,
p. 243) jn a study which focused. on the social organization of an
'edUcational innovation stated, "Too many researchers have. . .been
too attentive to innovations and too inattentive to how educators
organize to cope with them.'" The needfor research that takes into
.consideration the process of mutual adaptation of the implementors
of an educational innovation and the users, e.g. teachers and
students, was pointed out by Fullan and'Pomfret (1977).

.\,,There has been a need for observational research studies-on
the actual implementation of the resource teacher service delivery
strategy in practice in naturalistic settings' from a user perspec-
tive. An obserVational study is particulary appropriate since the
introduction of resource teachers into the regular classroom implies.
role changes for clasSroom teachers; students, and resource teachers.
Fullan apdyomfret (1977) indicated that a Mat4 problem of implementing
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new ,curricula is. that curriculum change often mear. new .role
relationships are required of persons.putting the L=o7-ation into
practice. "'Research on the use of manipulative aiim teaching
matEematics has shown that the teacher effect is -:T.7elaing
(Suydam and Higgins, 1977),.

.There is no vws an apriori system of observaLc::-/ categories
would validly reflect the interaction of classroc7 t-e-E=her, Mathe-
matics Specialist and students.for understanding- ,a_inplementation
of this type of program. Even tightly controlleccialle of
teacher effectiveness have found preset categories ± obt7=vational
instruments were not always appropriate for an of an
intervention (Stayrook and Crawford, 1978).

Naturalistic observation was especially appropriato the
fluid situation of nonresearch-based: compensatory educatton projects.
However, observation is always selective (Spradley and H.c.Curdy,
1972) and must necessarily be focused in ethnography ~ set''. for
evaluative. purposes.. *According to Erickson(1977, p. 62, "Focused
data collection. , :required knowing .something about the_ etting

gone is' studying through information athered,before entering the._
setting as well as from first hand experience." The ..apriori research
questions guiding focused.'Observations during the stEjdy are listed
below. This list is illustrative only, not exhaustit7e, -since many
more research questions arose', as expected, during ttiT,- study. One
Of the purposes of qualitative research is to genes?
Examples of questions used in focusing observationswiere as follows:

1. How do the resource teachers,i:e., the Matvz_-__I,atics.
Project Specialists,'establish rapport with
room teachers and children?

2. What are the opporiunities and ;foir how lor1.7 -re
classrOom teachers able to observe the demo s=ation
lessons in the regular classroom,context?

3. Does the classroom teacher make some special arrange-
ments to provide space, time, different groupings
of students, and activities for nontarget students
during-scheduled demonstration lessons?

4. How does the focus and content of demonstration
lessons vary with type of classroom, composition
of target group, cooperation sof classroom teacher,
etc from one site to another?

-5. What is the percentage of mathematic manipulative
activities to other kinds of mathematics instruction
in the classroom? Does this change after the demon-
stration lessons?

6. Are the demonstration lessons coordinated with the
regular mathematicS program received by .the target
children?
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Mat kind and what degree of guidance is given
to students during the manipulative phaSe.by
'Mathematics Project. Specialists and by classroom
teachers?

Is there evidence of trans of contrete manip-
mlations to symbolic recor= during the observation
period?

Design of the St:T.:.

This study reports some emergent ings from a series of
,eight diLsaggregated single case studies the impletentationof
a supplemental mathematics project tiassroom'servingas
a unit. Kennedy (1979) related the imtc)_tance of the single case
study approach `Tor documenting the effe,:s of treatment and also
-the reasons for these effects. Carry on the study at multiple
sites shows how the. trOatment functio: for different recipients,
moth students and teachers, in differ it contexts.- According to
aannedy (1979) generalized statements regarding program effects
are of limited validityJpecause of th=i7, wide variation in treatments,
fintervening influenCes and extenuatilyL, circumstances in imple-men-
-tation. Attempts to clearly Afine zny single program treatment
and its affect upon achievement is f=ther confounded when students.
-participate in several programs incLiding the specific program
ongoing in the regular classroom. Statements of program effects
interms of gains scores aggregating student pre-qposttest means
across classrooms and Schocils are only meaningful to the extent
that program implementation is uniform.

. This study while primarily. ethnographic in approach,.was
conceived as analogous to'an ABA time series design. in sychology,.
as described, by Kratochwill (1978, pp. 41-42), in that it incorporated
measurement of baseline conditiOnv, measurement during the inter-
vention phase and' measurement after the intervention was withdrawn.
.HOwever'the.context of this study was:very-different. from the
typical experimental study in that the "intervention" itself was
in need, of verification, While' it was assumed that'during.the
intervention process the dependent- variables. would be improved, i.e.,.
student involvement-and success On -mathematics tasks,thepoint of
the study was to see if there was improvement immediately after,
the treatment and to determine the length of time of treatment
effect.. Further,. if, -the treatment'successfully.improved the mathe-
matics..-performance of the target students, there, would not be a
return baseline condition_ According to Kratochwill (1978, p. 42),.
"This mitigates againstthe logic of the design and would. not allow.
investigators to establish experimental control." .In a naturalistic'
inquiry Of this sort, experimental control is neither attempted nor
is it necessary. The ethnographic apprOach was highly appropriate,
since it could be used to provide. information -about a program that,
since tmplementation did not follow a preset plan, could not have
been evaluated using an experimental model,
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Classroom Observation and Data Collection

This section contrasts the preplanned and actual research
agenda fc_r conducting and writing up ethncT:caPhic observations.
This.is ,:.one to assist others. in planning ethnographic evaluations.

Planned. Research Agenda. During the first series of demon-
strations in the fall of 1980, three ethnographic assistants will
observe -7-ree"different classrooms for a period of one mcnth.
The prinafloal investigator will observe at :least four times in
each clams -loom participating in the study. Narrative records of
the Observaticms. will be typed daily. The typed records will use.
code names for participants observed.

The observation plan is as follows:

1. An 'ethnographic assistant knowledgeab i.A.e. about the
mathematics curriculum will observe the mathematics
target students_for one week prior,to,_the demon-
stration lessons. The observer will know who the
target students are and will make narrative reco
on what happens to *in during the mathematics
period. This wiN. include records on what the
teacher is doing.

2. The observer will watch the mathematics derlonstration
lessons of the systematic use of one or more manip-
ulatve aids and make narrative records of the teaching
strategy used, the target students' responses,
.indications of the regular teacher's observations
of the lesson and any other-pertinent factors, such
as what the remainder of the class is doing at thi4
time.

xX

0 3. The observer will-be in the cl...sstfooln for the next
ten school days follo*ing the demonstration lessons.
Records will be kept of the activities of the teachers
and target students during the mathematics class and
the students' responses to it.

4. Once a week, or more if necessary, the ethnographic
aides will meet with the principal investigator to
discuss the observations and any problems in carrying
out the study.

The above plan will be repeated for a second round of demon-
stration lessons in three. different classrooms later in the year.
Later, two more classrooms will be Observed. Consultation with
teachers, Mathematic' Project Spetialists and district curriculum
.administrators will supplement and enlarge the scope of the study.

After the initial series of observations are completed, the
data will be 'compiled into a preliminary.report. .At this time,.,
procedures for simplifyingythe obseryatiOn--data collection. process --

\--



will be explored. For instance, a format for reporting data back
-to the principal investigator after observations, will be developed
if possible. Then more highly focused observations will be used
for conducting observations in three:more classrooms at midyear
and to more classrooms later in zthe spring. One observer will
return to the first classroom observed to provide a longer view of
the treatment effect onstudents.

Actual. Research Agenda: Three ethnographic assistants were
trained in. late September and October and scheduled observations

,

over a month's.time in three target clasSroomS and in one other
'Classroom where the teacher was ref-,m teaching with the teacher in
a target classroom. As seen in _'.able 1 (Appendix A) fewer obser-

N;IvatiOns by either the principal investigator or the ethnographic
assistants occurred than originp7-17 planned. ObserVations were
Planned for a maximum of four-daTs a week to allow the teacher
breathing space of one .day without obseryers and school activities
such as Halloween Parties,-teacher absences, etc., further-reduced
the Observations. We felt that the number of made
were sufficiently represOtative af classroom activities, during
the obServation period. Principal investigator observation8 were
reduced due to the time requitei in the human relations context.

. of establishing the study in the schools and coordinating the
research with actual instances of program implementation. It-should
be noted that after this was accomplished, in the fall, scheduling
later observations:in the'remaining five research sites was much
smoother. :Principal investigator (PI) observations served the.

_purpose of (1) maintaining contact with.people in the field,,
(2) providing Opportunities for developing shared perspective and
dialogue between.thePI andlethnograpiao assistants, and, most
importantly, (3) prdyiding direct eKPeriences within each.research
site tothePI which proved. indeperisible in developing theories
,about implementation ancik:for_further flcusing observations. One
-method of,focUsing the 'ethnographic assistants observations was
for.tbe principal investigator to provide example protocols developed
fromHI)bservations in the-research site classrooms/

'Narrative reports, also called protocols,' were.not typed
daily. We found that each hour of observation required a minimum
of three hours writeup time. While ideally each observation should
be written up before succeeding obseNiations, this was not.alwayg
possible. A form -was developed (see Appendix B) for handwritten
protocols.

While initially we had planned one:lveek_of. obSvations:before
the intervention and two following it, we found it preferable to
spend twoweeks'in.the classroom before the intervention occurred.
This was necessary to ensure the correct identification of students
and familiarity with the classroom routine: Learning students names
and correctly identifying target students was more difficult than
we had expected.. This was probably due to the nonparticipant nature
of the observations..



Primary obsegations wereNfocused upon the classroom setting
as3 sociocultural' unit, not individual target students. Gump
(IEEE.), from the perspective of1/ecologid51 psychology, suggested
llama one. needs to observe,the-setting unit first and stated,

has to assume a different observational stance for settings."
LTLF.----.-vations of settings are more difficult to focus because of
the wide choice "of cc- occuring events or episodes, especially
in multi-task, small group, organized classrooms. However, since
clg.-s-room episodes last longer, e.g. 20 to 30 minutes, or more,
than individual behavior patterns, observers can often collect
data on both, settings and individual behavior (Gump 1980; 1974).
It is especially important to observe settings over time and to
extend observations through Collaboration with classroom teachers.

According to Gump (1980, p. 14), information about settings
is indispensible in studying implementation:

A description of a setting, independent of subjects'
behavior is reqUired. The systematic observation/ and
-the quantitative description, of settings, as opp9sed
to individual behavior,.would seem to be a useful,
even necessary skill. ... Many of the interventlions
to be evaluated involve settings: Classrooms,-/bffice,
staff-development workshops, teachers.meetingsi; play-
'grounds-and so,on./Problems to be solvedoften.appear
in isuch settings;1 interventions are often -applied in
such settings, impacts of such:interventions/need to
be examined in such settings. For some prOblems, the
impadt :of:interven-i-Aon creates setting. changes which
them change-indiqdual.behavior. and experience. In
fact, without a sturdy and comprehensive setting
chaAge,Amany'interventions will 'be. impotent.

Our perspective throughout the, data collection phase of the
study has been to pay attention to the classroom unit while moving
from group to group, especially those containing target'dhildren'
or being instructed by Title I mathematics resource,specialists,
to collect data on interaction among persons and responses of
individual students. Methodologicil suggestions regarding
improving the focus of observations and of pVotocols are'fbund in
a later section. We found that the dynamics of the interface
between classroom teacher and mathematics resource personnel with
'negotiation of the specific form and content 'of the Title I mathe-
matics services taking place during, as well as :previous to
intervention, obviated the possibility of using any preset or
quantitative approach-to observation., To have attempted to use a
less ethnographic approach would have been, to ignore the - richness'
of the data and would not have been-practicable.

A training program for the' ethnographic assistants was planned
and implemented with the assistance of consultants Dr. David Berliner,
educational psychologist, and Dr. John_Childott, educational
anthropolcgist-.- The mathematics resource teachers were also invited

_
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to participate in the training sessions. .Topics discussed during
training are found in Appendix C. The selection and training of
ethnographic assistants is summarized in the model-found at the
end of this paper. The attempt to promote the-development of a
distinctly "ethnographic" approach to studying .classroom imple-
mentation and trainee responses.fo,it is described below by
Chilcott.

Training-of Classroom Ethnographers:
An Educational Anthropologist's Perspective

It is no easy, task to movea group of people;' each with his/
her own cultural experience and professional perspective, in a few
short days toward an entirely new professional perspective or world
view. It has been my experience that it takes anthropology students r

who are daily immersed in coursework.several years to acquire what
is commonly referred to as the "anthropologigAl perspective."-

Although reading several essays on the topic (Kimball, 1963),
(Ianni, 1970) may prove useful to the trainees, it is impOrtant to
keep in mind that a classroom ethnographer is severly limited in
what ,he/she may accomplish. It became as-much a task of the
training sessions to make the trainees aware of these limitations
so as to reduce their frustrations as to convince them of the value
of anthropological research.

a

One purpose of the training sessions was to move the trainees
from the world view of their particular professional of social
science training to the world view of anthropology, -This in of
itself was a cultifral change process since these individuals felt
secure in and convinced that their training was superior to other
social sciences.

.
rt was arso a task to provide the rationale for ethnographic

research, ,a type of research Methodology which is unique among the
social sciences, and-the goals of ethnographic method The non-
judgmental character of the ethnographic method and anthropological
insights was particularly difficult to.cOnininicate since the ethic
of professional education is'to make judgements 'of 'good and bad
pedologicalinethods: and since the purpose of the ethnography was
to serve as an evaluation-.of a particular curricular activity.,

A series of lectures and reading materials were provided to
4lustrate the goals of.anthropology and the use of ethnographic
method in.acquiringcultural data. A few examples, of ethnographies

\in nonwestern. settings were provided (Geertz;-1973)- with particular
upon method and results in order for the-trainees to

\artive\at an understanding of, what the tern.' "thick descriptions"
connote

' Both t46 emit and etic methods were explained and illustrated
using Ox.MpI4's.from the tesearch conducted by this researcher
(Chile() ) in educationalsettings,_ A discussion of the

1.
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determinents.of the, sequencing process.
.

use of informants to gather additional information about observed
events in the classroom followed. A p r acticessession involving
observation and-the use of infbrmants was provided through attending

an inservice training session for -teach ers, These observations
and information from informants were-compared and analyzed in
terms of what information was being missed and causes far the
differential data among the trainees.

Other practice sessions ind,Iddea a taped TV sequence of a
third grade classroom in which the trainees again wrote out their .

descriptions,'comPared them: and discussed what cultural data they,
had not seen and what cultural data was missing-froth the TV, -

sequence. At this time the concept and procedures for event
analysis, and the sequencing of events was; introdliced. It also,
became apParent during the exercise of the lLmttations of using
TV, data in classroom ethnography and of the need of the observer
to utilize the holistic approach in anderStanaing the cultural

. .

A sample of protocols used in previoUsly conducted clEssrdom,,.,
ethnographies were reviewed noting-their advantages and,disadvantages.
In order to overcome their deficiencies, the trainees were
encouraged to use classroom protocols soleiy' as a mnemonic deVice
for later analysis and the writing of '!thiCk".06driptions'cif the

Classroom observation. It was estimated that the classrooM
observers in order to bodome classroomethnographers Wodld.be.
required to spend three.to four hours of pd obserVation analysis,
in order to complete the g*hnographic description of a one hour
obSerVation:

;:).

It was at this point that ithe,trainees frustratibn level
reached its apex. They became simply overwhelmed-at- the,task
both as tq.its.tithe frame and ti-:eirability to cope with a large
amount of cultural data.. It was necessary- to reassure the.that
with additional 'experience in the' day "to -day reality `of classroom
ethnography, their skills in data collection and -analysis would
imprOve immeasurably and their task would not.he as overwhelming.
A comparison with a-corresponding"time sequende of .an ethnographer
in the field who could.easily be,'overwhelmed with the language,
data, and strangeness, of a foreiqi:dulture during the first few
weeks in,a village,or camp, was useful-at this time.

The nonjudgemental feature of ethnographic research required
constant reinforcement during the entire period of training.
The trainees were constantly being reminded through spedific -

illustrations drkwn' from their observations of the "cultural .

baggages!--Which they were carrying which was biasing their
observations. This was particularly apparent in their making
judgements as to What'constituted good and bad teaching. 4 The
acquired skill in making objective observations.required a longer
period of resocialization than.had been anticipated by the trainees.:
Again a comparison' with cross cultural ethnographic descriptions
was a useful device in acquiring an objective viewpoint.

G
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There was also a discussion of innovation and cultural
change process both in terms of innovation in education and of
cultural change within educational institutions with particular
.reference to .both the new curriculum which they were observing
and to.ethnographic research as innovu_tive inedueational research.

.

It became.. obvious after 'a 'few, training sessions, that it
:ould be necessary to constantly reinforce the early training
thrpugiiout the entire classroom ethnographic observations in

order to make' constant revisions of the approach and to improve
the ethnographic skills of the observers. Similar to novice
\authrdpolOgical field workers, the-best and richest ethnographic
`descriptions would appear near the conclusion of the study.
Alternatives in the style and form of writ'ing protocols developed
,Oer the course of the study described below was one .attempt
tb improve the quality of the data.

.
Writing Pl'otocols: Alternatives in Style

, and Form for Classroom Ethnography

As 'oted; in the initial .training of the ethnographers,
examples of.pr,tecols from previous.classroom,observational studies.

were used as models. . The source of the .mcdels were Cassell (1978),
Evertsoff,(19300 and,Tikunoff,: Berliner And Rist (BTES-1975).
While t models were useful in the development 2f a methodology
for produding,protocols to serve as a.,rst draft of an observation,
there were several problems associated with their use in this , .

form for.schoOl,district 'evaluative research. Admittedly, the
detailed record o; ongoing-events was essential to the study,, but
the exclusive attentiontO detail resulted in protocols' that were .,
'laborious to, write and not easy to read. To be.Perfectly:candid;,
they were boring and required an enormouS,efforton the principal
inveStigator'.S pa.:.t in using them as a,basis for analysis. There-
fore, we began

readability y within the parameters of our research goals of
(1.) producing dociments that would contain rich tieScriptions_pf

.

.classroom life;:(2) maintaining .an.impartial. nonjudgmental stance,
(3) providing data which wotadbe a source of our interpretation's
regarding,faCtorsrelated.to program implementation (the learning
of low-aohieving.students, etc.) and .(4) providing a database that
could be usedOpy the,princiPal investigator within the relatively

.short timeframe of evaluative research and the one-year NIE.grant.

,

In modifying the protocols we looked at two somewhat inter-

.
.related aspects of a protocol.. There were (1) format, -style and
the ethnOgrapher's presentation of self within the protocol and
(2) a. need..for a nomenclature for .conceptualizing and'desCribing
phenomenon observed in the classroom. ,

Forthat;Style and th&Ethnographer!s Presentation of Self

Research is'generally written in the past tense and mention
of the researcher, if at all; is. in the,thirdperson. Schollon
and ScollonScollon (to appear,:. 1981) would term this' as the Western

13
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essayist style which is highly d(Jcontextualized, and "the author
as person by a process of writing and editing seeks to achieve
a state of self-effacement." The standard research report is an
exP_mple of essayist literacy as defined by Scollon and Scollon
(in press):

The ideal text is closed to alternative
interpretation. It is nonindexical. Nothing
outside the text is needed for interpretation,
These factors have important implications
for the discourse structure. Theoimportant
relationships to be signaled are'those between
sentence and sentence,' not those between
speakers nor those between sentence and
speaker As reader.this requires a constant
monitoring of grammatical and lexical infor-
mation. In spoken discourse the listener can
get a good bit of the meaning from-the context.
In reading essayist prose the clues to inter-
pretation are in the text itself.

Students of the social sciences are taught to use the past
tense, imPersonalnouns and the.thirdperson for self-referral
as a way:of:distancing" themselves"fromthe research. Educational
researchers and.evaluatOrs, as well as other social scientists,
are. accustomed Ito reading research written in.this style. Ethno-
graphy also'isusually published in this form. However, neither .

the prOtocols used as models nor-the ones we were producing during
the first stage of the research study' were_in this ,form The
protocols readlike eyewitneSs accounts of proCesses as.they were
happening with the ethnogr'apherappearing in the first person,.ys
a quasi participant. Even though the protocols were sometimes called
narratives, they werent very good narratives according to essayist
literacy or "research" Standards :This may have been one reason
that they were difficult to:read. Looking backwards, the protocols
in the Tikunoff, Berliner and Rist (1975).study were produced at
first by'the ethnographer tape recording from his notes and iktemoi
the observational material. This was later transcribed by a sec-u-
tary into a typed continuous, numbered line fOrmat. Therefore,-the.
.method :of recording may have produced the narrative:,style of these .

Protocols. In our study, funded under the NIE small grants program,
protocols were written out (from notes and memory) bythe etno-
graphers directly on lined paper similar-to those used in piP'Qious
studieS. Initially, this

'was
done instead of tape recording .,,o'savo

'time and money. However,because our protocols are written not
audiotaped, the ethnographer has an opportunity to make st:listic
decisionsas a writer regarding the form the narrative will take.
In other words, the BTES protocols were much more a first draft
than written protocols 'necessarily'have to be. The Procecs.of
writing itself incorporates a-ind of editing that may not be as
apparent or the Same inaudiotaping. These. writ6'ups took approximately
three hours of-writing-tithe for each hoUr.of ob8ervation, ,At issue,
'of course, is the desirability' of changes in form and the philosophical,'
political and-theoretical,AssuMPtions and implications ox these
choices.

14
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One of the goals in refining Of the protocols is to create
research documents that can more readily be used in evaluation.
This necessitates having the ethnographic assistants produce
documents that are easily used by some other reader within definite
time constraints, both for the producer and the user. Furthermore,
it might be desirable for the protocols to be directly used as case
documents with teachers and /or administrators in certain instances
without the requirement of rewriting: For instance, a relatively
simple format change from the numbered linear style:to one using
topic h-eaTirriEsEITCrindented paragraphs'would improve readability.

A more important change would be to use' the form of a
transcript such as found in sociolinguistic research for recording
'segments of interactive discourse as follows,(Protocol 1,'28/81,
Study E, PI, pages 5, '3):

94 After speaking briefly with an adult female who
95 came into the room, the teacher came over to-the corner
96 group and holding up the Orange (10) rod asked Bill,
97 "What's another name for this?" Although tryin'to
98 .answer, Bill couldn't respond, with the correct answer.
99 Then the teacher started.questioning Penny using the

-100. f011owing: .

101- 'What-is this? (White rod, 1)
'One

103.
- 104.

T!
P:

What .is orange?
Ten.

105 T: What is red?
106 P: Two -

107 T: How many reds eqUal orange?
108 P: Five
109 Then what is another. name. for orange?
110: 1?: Five-fifths.
111 'Okay

.k

Mehan'sresearch (1980). done with'VideOtaping provided A rich.'
description of. classroom interaction that can beapPlied in a,
modified way, to more traditional approaches to classroot ethno-
graphy such as found in this Study.', When obServations include
this type of data about interactive discourse, including peer
group' discourse, the transcript provides a quickand easy reading.
of the dialogue, .

The protocols could also be improved if they were generally
written in the past tense, with only.occasiOnal instances.of other
tenses. such as the present tense, where it was particularly
appropriate. This has been a recommendation to the EAs although
the tendency still remains' to present the' data in an unanalytical,
eyewitness account: Written narratives found in literature or
other descriptive writing, including ethnographieS, are generally
in_the past tense and therefore:there are reader expectations that
research protocols would alSO be,presented in the past tense:

.15
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The ethnographer's presentation of self is a much more complex:
and potentially controversial issue since the method used may"
convey subtle-implications about the role of,the researcher in
conducting the research..

In selecting a style (and possibly'an epistemology) for his
or her presentation of self, ethnographic observers can choose to:

1. Write about her/himself in the third person, e.g. the
principal investigator, the observer. . .

.r,

2. Write eSsayist'prothe where the ObServer is not referred.
to at all in the narrative and events are stated in
_typical reSearchstyle.of the past tense,, e.g.
"observations focuSed upon the aide's group.

3. Use the inferred -first perSon-of eyewitness reporting,
e,g., "Arrived to find all children sifting-quiet1y_on
the rug.. .Ms. T stops talking to children as she/raiseS.----

. her'handtoaddress'me."

Write 'in_the first person, e.g., "I asked Mrs... Franklin`
to point°Out:Margaret to me-the only target child
had failed to 'identify. 'I. had probably overlooked her
because: ."

\...

In deyeloping a'model for conductingethnographiC'evaluation
research tft the public schools we had made a cOncertedeffort to
include teachers as collaborators in.the research, adopting a'
Philosophy' Of- researcher-teacher partnership similar to Bawden,
Florio and Wanous (1980). While:strivingto."tit" into.the
clasSroomScene as unobstrusively as'possible and with minimal
disruption to the ordinary flow of events, we were. -under no
illusion,about the change in the'spene,that our presence could
produce. Some mention of self frthen intheprdtocols'would. serve
..toillUminatethe kind..of relationship established between
researcher and. classroom actors andwould increase thp.validity.
of the data for. future.use Further, some use of the first person
"I" in the protocols would tend to be more "true".to the asSump-'
tions and guiding.principals of the ethnographic method rather than
copying the Style o.f nohnaturalistic'methodS which -tend to:separate
the researcher from theresearched.

This is not to say that the "I" cannot sometimes be overused
or,inappropriate. We had directedthe EAs to refrain from making
value judgements but to record their impressions, concerns or
opinions in an addendum to the report. We found that while they
usually avoided the former, they seldom included the latter. In

the second stage of the study, we made a concerted effort
to-include more analytical or speculative material at the end of
each protocol.' The issue hereis training people to see and
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describe patterns of, events.and. behavior. 1n _addition,. further
.modification method of constructing protocols discussecL
below may increase their usefulness for evaluative research.'

Developing a Nomenclature for Describing Classroom PrOcess

This section of the report will discuss a.nascent nomenclature
that could -be used.to describe processes.oLserved in classrooms

' which are implementing activities -based programs for developing
mathematics concepts. This nomenclature may be .useful for focusing
observations as .well as in organizing' the data for later analysis..
Since this nomenclature will necessarily be a result of our
experiences as observers in the Classroom and can be considered
one of the end products ofthe:study, it .will only be discussed
in an abbreviated form in thispresent report.

Some of our "naming" refers to interactional variables4while
others refer to variables within the mathematics curriculum. Two
important interactional variables defined. by Philips. (1980) are
"The Attention' StruCture of face -to -face interaction, or the

.715e-haviorot_teacher and students- that signals who is paying
attention to whom.. fl-and-l!Discourse Structure,or-the way in
which different-individuals build on the of other, .

This is important. to our StudyOftherole relationshpS'between
classroom'teacher and:rresoUrce'teaCher'insimplementation. For
example, .in some of our.research classrooms we have observed a
parallelteam-teaching arrangement where both teachers have
carried, out'sithultaneOup-teadhing activities with' small. group's of

students duringthe mathematics period with no noticeable paying
of attentionto:the others'' lesson. We are 'also.interested in
noticing the distribution of talk which occurs (Bateson 1972ond.
'Mead 1977), e.g. 'which children, high.or.low-achieVer84..are
involved most in',whore-group orsma117group tTadherdirected.
discourse. Which children 'continually regain.the floor? Another
focUs fOrobserVation.is the. contrast betweenchild-dieCourse. in
peer-greups:with andwithoUt adults present. 'Weterm this peer
group discourse and adult-directed:SmailrgrOup slidCourse. There
appeared to'be qualitative.differences between the:waythe Math

. Project SpeCialist (APS),teachers -and.aides interact verbally
with students. Some of 'our observations suggested.that MPS
discourse with students is promoting a more verbal mathematics
literacy instudents1 responses -to elicitations. In other wordS;
the MPS will more often askstudents to.verbalize a "number;
sentence" or "tell a-Story,"e.g. two .times. five equalsten,
while the responses-from children to.teacherS or aides, may
commonly requireonly:a one word. answer. 'Illis.type-of qUalitative
difference, if borne out in subsequent observations, would be
important to thestudy of the quality of Title I. services received
bystudents and alsbstggestS an areOvhere modification
'Title I program may occur when adopted by nonspecialists.

. . ;

A major focus of study.dUring'the,.fall was the.observation
of children playing. math games in "the classroom.. 'Math games" were
'demonstrated and. played by teacher0 during the inservices and were

17



"viewed as an important part of the Title I Math Project by both
teachers' and the Math Project Specialists. One kind of Title I
service offered by the MPS was to teach games to small groups of
Title I project participants and this was frequently given as the
reason for their being in the classroom. The following list
includes aspects of classroom game playing that should be included
in a description:

1. .First turn. When children are in charge of a.game
without an adiat.manager, the beginning of-conflict
or long discussions may be: about. who goes first,
second, etc.

2. Monitoring the mathematical accuracy of moves.' how
isthis done? Can the students monitor each other's

. moves?

3. Consequences of errors. .Canthe student practice
errors in playing the game? Are th re rules .and
penalties imposed when errors are d tected by
others?.

4. ;"Kinds of errors, accidental or strategic. What. kinds.

of mathematical, errors.occur? Is there evidence Of
learning and problem.. solving during t'h gaMe? Dosome
children win. because of the errors the are making ?.

5.' Group leadership. Isthis'an'adult dominated-groUp?
Is there a struggle for dominance by one .0ayei?

.

6. Learning focus vs. ;Social focus. Is. the student's
Concern mainly with-winning the game or is s/he
intrinsically interested in the math problems'posed--
by the game?'

, , ,

Pacingofgame.: How long doeb the game last? . Does.
it hold the attention of all players or just that of
the Child playing.at,the moment?,

8. Distribution'ofturna.:Does everyone get the same
number of turns, winners as well as losers? Can the
game be won in:ope turn?

. End of game. What happens after the game is finished?
Do the children play it 'again or turn to other activities?

In summary, these area few examples of aspects of program
implementation and observables in the classroom that should be
described in the research protocol.
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Brief Description of the Project
Being Evaluated

The Mathematics. Pilot Project was in its first year of
development in 1973- 1979. It was the first Title I Elementary
School project in the district to focus exclusively upon mathe-
mathics. _The goal of-Vie.project, that of'increaSing.Student
.understanding of mathematiOs throUgh effective teaching strategies
using manipulatable. mathematics materials and-a process approadh\
to learning; was built upon the TUSD Mathematics curriculum
philosophy. The districthad_provided a variety of manipulatable
mathematics materials to every.dlassroom along with initial
inservices during the 1977-78 school. year _The Title I effort
was directed tOward.6 optimizing instructional-servicesfor the
lowest achievers 'in mathematics in Grade 3 at eight-schOols and
Grade 5.at nine other schools.

The pilot project was unique in that it was the only Title I
project that was experimental in, both'its conception and its
researchudesign, utilizing a service-del4ery model that was a
comproMise between.a pullout and a mainstream-program.. The project
designcalled for: three Mathematics Project Specialists (MPSS) .

to provide mathematics inservices to teachers and to followup the
inserviceSesSions with .classroom demonstrations with small groups
of target. students: ApProximately six demonstration lessons were
provided to..each classroom. This.role.description was, an innovation
in that the'sate people' providinga. series of inService training'
Workshops *ere Also shOwing teachers how to apply. the new methods
within the*regular classroom context. This.nat only lent credi-
bility to the inservices from theviewpoint'orthe classroom
teachers (who were able' to see the-teaching strategies in actio),'
but also ensured a greater understanding' of the target students
learning needs:on. the-part of the resource teachers.:

.

The three mathematics project spedialists formed a tearii.with:
different strengths. ..One pioject forter high school,
mathematics'teacher, hadAmaster4s degre.,..: in' mathematics and had
previously. .worked in the district mathethaticS staff development
and adoption activities. :Including,W,:teaCher with a extensive
background in matheMatics was a'key:factor'-in the project, since
elementaryteachers,typically do not have a strong mathematics.
background. 'Another had been active in the. district mathematics
adoption process and had been a Title T programhassistant: The
third was an experienced and successful primary grade teacher.
The same people have.serVed:inthisr Job role throughout. the project.

. , . ,
.

Mathematics inServices focusing upon the:development 'of.
mathematics concepts using manipulativeSand mathematics educa-. .

tiona philosophy were given periodically through the school year..
Among other-things, this educational philosophy focused upon .
building insight and understanding'of mathematics and avoiding,
introducing algorithms, formulas, 'shortcuts, and rote learning



'too early. Manipulatable materials such as cuisenaire rods and
the Powers of Ten Kit were used to model both language and
notation for developing mathematics relationships and ideas.
Strategies were shared which provided increased oPportunities
for students to experiment,. find patterns, and understand their
own solution method. The importance of students haviuo; systematic
experiences 'with a wide range of problem solving methods, including
estimation, trail-and-error, and logical processes;.was stressed.

..

The pilot project, evaluated through the Title I control
group model, resulted in no significant differences between treat--
ment and control'groups (Slaughter, 1980). One of the weaknesseS
of that evaluation design was.the lack of classroom implementation
measures, a lack which this present study proposes to correct.
The project name changed to the Mathematics Resource Project in FY89.
Bedause'the mathematics inservices were highly regarded by teachers-
and Title I parents, inservices were extended to all third and
fifth. grade-teachers in the Title I schoolsoin 1979-80, thereby
doubling the number o± teachers served. Only teachers in schools
which had had the pilot project were eligible for receiving demonr,
stration lsssons. As the number of inservices had increased, the

----_r_Lutuber of dlassroom demonstrations decreased to an averageof two
to-the Classroom Demonstration project classrooms. Evaluation of
the second_year project indicated modest gains for alcl groups
(Slaughter and-Helmick, 1979-80). This study occurred during the
third yeaihof project implementation.

Research Sample

At thev request of the Title I Efementary 8clidols-Coordinator
and MatheMatics ProjectSpecialists, teachers were,not asked -to
volunteer for.the research project until fall 1980. With `the
exception of one teacher, (Study A) who had volunteererfor the ,

project during a sumMer workshop,about_ethnographic approaches
to dbserving children's, language, teachers were.not approached
until after the Title I Mathematics Project, Specialists had met
with them individually to determine whether or not the classroom
teacher would volunteer for classroom services from them. Twenty-
seven teachers out-of a possible 73 volunteered for-classroom
services from the Title I Mathematics Project Specialists. Of '

these, nine teachers (including a 'Grade 2 teacher who Was team-
teaching with a Grade 3 teacher),,,were asked to. participate in the
ethnographic, study. All agreed to participate as teacher.
collaborators.

,Selection of the classrooms and teacher collaborators was
based upon the following conditions being met.

c.
'1. :I'eacher willingness to volunteer for the research

project as well as for Title I Mathematics Project
Classroom SerVices. (Mathematics Project Special-

, ists recommended possible teacher volunteers.)
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2. The teacher' mli.stbe at a Tit7
Title I students eligible fb
in'sGrades 3 or 5. The clas
to receive Title I services
period.

Grade 3' students-were eligible for Title I services
if-they were rated as very low in'attainment of
grade leiel mathematics concepts and scored in
stanines 1-3 on a pretest; Grade 5 students were
eligible if they were considered low achievers in
math by teachers and had scored below the seventeenth
percentile on a systemwide mathematics'-test.

3. Teacher willingness to provide access for observers
.

(who woUldjbe7taking notes) to conduct the study.

4. Teacher interest in collaborating with researchers
and Titivp I Mathematics Project Specialists in
developing,a model for studying program implemen-
tation-. ;

school and have
-hematics services
ust be scheduled
tne.oservation

5. :Classroom characteristics and/or student charazt-eTitics
.unique and of importance, e.g. cultural factors, SES
factors, to understanding. implementation settings for
Title I. For, example:

. .

. .0

.

.

,:, A. Grade levels included in the study ranged-from-
Grades 2 to.5 as follows: Two grade 301assrooms
two Grade 5 classrooms, two combinatAm Grade 4/5'
classrooms, one combination Grade. 2/3 classroom -.-

and one team-teaching arrangement with a Grade:2-
and'3 teacher working in two rooms.

B. The:Classrooms represented different ethnic grOups
,,or .Combinations, and were in different schools. . .

,
. . .. .

. ,

. initial,meetings wereheld.after. school between the PI and.
classroom: teacher collaborators during, which the research project
was explained and teachers gave their-ihformed-cOnsent as partici
pants. In eliciting teaolei volUnteers'; the following purposes _o
the research wdre given: H .

1. To develop an alternatiextension to standardized
testing for evaluatiAg Title I programs.

To deepen our understanding of Title I classrooms and ,

'N he needs'of children participatingin Title I.

3. To increase understanding of the implementation of
Title\1 prob-ams which use resource teachers in the
classroo 31 this case mathematics resource teachers,

f,
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..
,

. To increase understanding of the broad range of
unique classroom contexts in which Title I services
are offered.

5 To provide a framework for evaluator/researcher,
resource teacher, and classroom teacher collaboration
in broadening our understanding of Title I programs
as they affect classrooms and program participants.

6. To develop a model for', studying; the implementation of
educational programs in th`e classroom.

Viewing Program Implementation Through the
Lens of Applied Ethnography: Some Emergent Themes

There were emergent findings on virtually all of the research
questions developed as guides .Jr the study and, in addition, new
dimensions and/or conceptualizations of the program and its tmple-
mentation features became visible as the research progressed. The
"results" reported here are neither exhaustive nor comprehensive
and are very preliminary in'that the data collection phase of the

study has just been Completed in March. There is a need for time
to thoroughly analyze and cross reference the data and to explore
the,use of_triangulation-methods for cross-validating the findings.

. . ,

These preliminary results are organized around a few themes
or interpretative trends observed regarding the clas2room imple-
mentation of the Title I Mathematics Resource Project. As such,
program implementation. rather, than the mathematic content will
be the focus of this brief rePort; later reports will describe
some features of the use of manipulatives with;in,,the classroom
for' teaching low achievers. Some major themes:

AMBIGUITY. In talking about the research project with a
prospective teacher. collaborator the teacher suggested that
perhaps teachers need,to be inserviced in how'to work with resource
teachers. That this statement was made by an experienced class-,
room teacher who had Worked in several federally funded schools
is suggestive of the ambiguity that surrounds the resource teacher
role-. In the effort to gain entry into the classroom, and to meet
the needs of students and teachers in a variety of contexts, the
_resource teachers attempted to accommodate their own services to
the ongoing situation in the classroOm. In doing this there was
a tendency' for the resource teacher to wait until after individual.
consultations With the teacher shortly before going into the
classroom, or 'even,until after the' initial day in the classroom,
before'fully specifying the kind of services that were to be
brought into the classroom.

While the intention of the program implementors to accommodate
to individual differences in classrooms was understandable, some
unintended. outcomes resulted from this ambiguity. First, teachers
were often uncertain about what to expect and how to prepare pr

22
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organize the classroom to best utilize the resource teacher skills.
Itis hypothesized that-one reason some teachers did not choose
to participate in the classroom services:project was the ambiguity
about what their participation might entail. Because there wasn't
any shared model or series of models of how teacher and resource
teacher should collaborate within theclassroom, the actual
organizational pattern for their collaboration occurred during the
time the resource teaches was in the classroom---a situation that
could be highly anxiety producing for all concerned, especially
for a resource teacher not waiting to disrupt ordinary classroom
procedures. It also_couldreSult-in a situation where the intended
function of the:resource teacher's classroom services, e.g. to
help the classroom teacher implementan improved instructional
program, was undermined. For instance, the. resource teacher role
could be perceived as similar to that of an aide or of an enrich-
ment teadher, 1.?g. as someone providing a special."treat" for the
students that was not directly related to instruction. This then'
resulted in a situation that either would be renegotiated further
by the resourcateacher-or, in some cases, the role of the resource
teacher remained ambiguous.

Offsetting the 'above mentioned ambiguity were carefully .

planned, well articulated-MatheMatics inservices The inservices
provided an essential part of the communicative process in showing
teachers how to use manipulative aids in the classroom and also
SuggeSting what topics shoUld be'covered at a' grade level as well
as strategies for grouping. Most in-classroom units used by
resource teachers were built around topics' covered in -the
inservices and-teachers generally planned to cover those topics
When.res2urce7teacher assistance-became available. .In fact, one
effect of the classroom services component'of the project was to
insure the-teach:Ing of topics or use Of certain methods within::,
theclassroom.that had bOen focused upon in the inservices.

CONDITIONAL COLLABORATION. One-thethe Of the study concerns
the conditions established.byclassroom:teaChers and resource
teachers in wOking-together in the same classroom. In two of
our. research sites,:classroom teacherswere:Very specificin
establishing conditions for-their partnership with resource'`
teachers previous to implementing the activities -based mathematics
project, in research site H,.:Mrs. H., the.classroomteacher,
and the sChool,-site Title I project assistant (who had received
training lrom the-MPS)' wOrkedttogether all_fail,and in January
to implement the program,- 'Mrs IL 'said that she accepted the
Offer of assistance from the projectassistant on the basis that,
the project assistant work four. clays aweekin. the classroom,
that they plant-together and that both- classrooM teacher's and.
resource teacher's lessons:be. 'On the same-topic except that the
resource teacher would-use cuisenaire rods more than the teacher. .

In research SiteF: Mrs': Tranklin, the.classroom teacher, requested
that Mrs joUesr.the'resOurce teacher, provide MaterialS and
lesson Flans that both. could use during the week the:MPS was in
the classroom during that'Week the MPS would work-on the topic
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of fractions with the-two lowest achieving groups while
Mrs. Franklin followed the same lesson plan with the remainder
of theclasS. Further, Mrs. Franklin requested: that the fraction
unit be restricted to the eights family. In Research site A,
Mrs. A., the classroom teacher suggested that theMPS,..Mrs. M.,

provideactivities related to. a measurement unit, i.e., areaand
perimeter, that was being developed in preparation for the classes'
outdoor campig field trip. When in the Classroom, Mrs. A., the
teacher rotated all three groups through the MPS' activity. (The
demands that the classroom unit itself placed on the MPS will be
discussed in the next section.) Teachers also tended to change
the identificAtion of target students, often addingnames ta'the
list, after the resource teacher contacted him or her concerning
classroom services.

Resource teachers- also imposed limits on their collaboration
with classroom teachers. .0ne.liMitation was the'limit placed
upon. °each classroom unit regarding the number and length of.time,
to he spent-in the classroom.: Others were that the content of
services relate directly to a .manipulatiVe aid/activities approach.
ta.mathematicS and that groups worked with would be kept small...

A mare:Subtle requirement of resourceteacher.classroom services
relate to the efficiency of the management plan or organizinC
taSksand.social relatianship within a'specific classroom.'
Interestingly enough,.in twodi rent classrooms we observed
the classroom teacher enfording-dis iplineAnthe resource teacher.
group, ' The resource teacher. was per eiVed as a "guest '' n:the

classroom, It is hypothesized that,' ,these and perhaps other
conditions are not met, classroom ser .ces of resource.teahers.
will be infrequent.;

PREDOMINANCE OF CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION. . We found that the
.resource:teachersgenerally worked within the instructional
organization pattern .preestablished.by the classroom teacher.
When children weredividednto 'instructional groUps-for"mathe-
matics,',(as recommended by the program) usually the. entire class
was'divided into groups.w4h 'different activities all related to
the same condept, Teachers then asked the resource teacher to
instruct one of the rotating. groups while they'and'possibly an
aide took charge of theOther groups. This structure was -followed'
in the two classrooms where teachers aPpearedito_be having the :
'greatest success implementing the .prOgram. :In 'classrooms where
the MPS worked .only with onetor tw small groups, the teacher was
usually- observed cOnducting.whole-group instruction With the . 7-

rem-'1ing students rather than -observing the resource teachers.
instil.ction. (This .could be' partly an observer effect as.perfiaps

teachers felt they should be " teaching" somethingwhen.observed.)
The small group rotational plan gave classroom teacher's the
opportunityto guide students use of manipulative and visual.aids
in learning. in an activities approach similar 'to., that of the MP
rather-than to engage-in 'recitation.organized instruction;
attempting the same activity as the resource teacher.also provided
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a shared basis'for,discussion following the lesson. In any
event, it would seem. that the organization of the entire class-,
Foom.group,,not onay that of one achieVement leyel, must be
considered a determinant in how ,.:rograMs will be implemented
in the classroom,

TEAM - TEACHING NOT DEMONSTRATION. The pattern of resource
'teacher help within the classroom resembled-team-teaching more
closely thari that of specialist demonstrations for practioners
within the classroom. Classroom' teachers and resource teachers
were observed teaching in different parts,of the room, seemingly
with an unspokenbut deliberate effort to"not observethe other's
teaching. In discussion with another group.Of resource "teachers,
they indicated that most of their in-classroom teaching fits a
team-teaching model rather than a demonstrati9n model. As
Mentioned previously,-in two of the research Sites there was
almost a complete sharing of materials and leStson plans. Iri

study H, the classroom teacher was observed saying the same thing,
aIffiost at the same, time, as the resource teacher due to using the
same lesson plans but both seemed unaware of each other.

The team-teaching situation is perhaps the best that can be
devised for carrying programs into the classroom. The team
situation allows the resource teacher to perform as a professional
edlicator in a controlled situation arid allows s/he to use methods
and materials developed in inservices and to be, there to detect
difficulties teachers and/or studentsmay have.in utiliZing a.
'Program. Then too, the ma:'hematics-specialists in our project
disclaimed,the "specialist" part of their job title, indicating
the possible unease school people may have regarding a role that
Might be considered one of dominance rather than of equalitarian
collaboration.

TEACHER EVALUATION OF THE INNOVATION: In several of our
case studies we' found that the teacher evaluated student latrning
soon after the unit', using manipulative 'aids and resource t4eacher
help, was completed using informal-tests including those found in
the textbook. Ifstudents performed well on the subsequent tests
teachers accepted'both the new approach and the results as valid.
HoweVer, if students did poorly ,on paper and pencil tests, this ,

was 'taken as an indication of the failure of the method for
`producing improved. achievementa failure that was especially
disappointing because of the time consuming nature of the activitiesr
pTogram. This- use of tests by teachers for ,evaluating the program
was, unexpected, as tests had been deemphasized in the inservices.
However, teachers apparently were reSponding to pressures beyond
curriculuni,resource circles in the importance they placed on test
results.

Issues Suggested By The Trends in This Study

One feature of ethnography is that it provides a database
that can be used in multiple levels of analysis to answer a
variety of questions some of which may emerge after the data
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collection.phase is completed. Unlike_an ethnographic study
regarding a distant primitive. culture, this study and others
Ake it, may beimmediately.,rlevant to policy decisions and
therefore can have undeniable impliCations, politicallyw Because
of this it is.especially important..to stress the limitations of
the study, e.g_a. small Self-selected sample, limited time frame,
only experienced teachers participating, etc., .when describing'
themes.in the data and in addressing questions raised. by the
study. It is espeCially important that these'resul+s not be
taken out of context as a ionai'debate developsjy.bout the

programsfUture of categorical, a: programs in education, (of which ,

Title I is.the.largeSt,?.. jlowever, in recognition of the . .

political co text in highthis study maybe viewed, an abbreviated
statement rega he larger. political context is given below. .

Our study,.as was the program it evaluated,'was designed to
explore further the 'character of mainstream,_,Title.l. programs in.
the classroom.q. OurlAas has been to support. the intent bf main-
.stream programs, i%e.., to improve the educational opportunity of
low achieving students within the. regugar.classrooM, thereby 0

offsetting the possible aetrimehtal 'effects of pullout programs
(for -a fuller diScussion Of mainstream\vs-,Pvilout, see Glass .

and Smith.1977): .

J

The results described as themes suggest that in order' to
improve the quality of the .instructional pl.ogram, for any qroup
`of low achieving Title I students within a classroom context,
the Title I program "treatment" must,take the structure and
organization of classrooms into consideration in all stages of
implementation. Teachers plan their instructional programs for
entire. classes irYcluding grouping practices, In order to be
effe'ctive, any mainstream program has to be planned within this
total classroom group context. This has implications for a
reinterpretatioh or modification of regulations_regarding the
administration of compensatory education programs. Some critics
of mainstream approaches to. Title f have complained that benefits
-intended only for the very low achievers identified,as Title I
targe' students will-acerue to nontarget students in a Title I
classJom prograM. gowever, the nontarget students may also be
below average in achievement. We have found in our study that
the so-called target group is a "moving target;" in other words,
the ,group identified as low achievers in one mathematics area, e:g.,
multiplication; mayhot be the same group of children as those
identified as low achievers in another area later in the year,
.e.g:'fractions. This has been a well-known problem with any
rigid 'categorizirg of students into ability groups, a fact
disregarded by those responsible for writing the TitledI regulations.
A classroom level program, where classroom teacher, resource
teacher and' instructional- aide team' to improve the 'instructional
program may not only be an effective way to improve instructional
delivery services to,iow achlevel3s, it may also be a step towards
j.mProving the basic skills of students generally. Bossert (1979,
p. 94) suggested that social, relationships resulting from small/
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group,, multi-task instructional Organization may have a direct
and positive influence Upon student achievement. :Further, the -

ethos of American education requires equal treatment of everyone
in the room; it. is awkward if not repugneat to provide attractive
and challenging services to some children and deny them to others
within the same classroom as would be required by a strict inter-
pretation of Title I regulations. It can be argued that in many
situations, without compensatory assistance to low achievers,
the most valued classroom attribute, i.e., eacher-student 'dialogue,
is allotted disproportionately to higher, achievers. If classrooms
and/or schools were targeted for Title I services rather than
individuals, the resultumight be.more effective programs. The
final section of this 'paper summarizes some steps to be followed.
in using. ethnography for evaluative research in school district.

A'Model for Conducting Classroom Ethnographic
Evaluation. Studies By and Within School Districts

This, is an abbreviated .account of a suggested research agenda
for use by school district evaluators in developing and conducting
Classroom pthnographies to be used for. educational program, evaluation,
The model is interdisciplinary and is based upon concepts derived
from anthropology, ecological psychology, teacher effectiveness
research, sociolinguistics and the educational evaluation literature
to the'extent that they can be applied by a school.district evaluator
who is themself, a.participant of the school district community.
The model, as stated.here, is elucidated by the body of this report
and other reports regarding the NIE grant which is funding this

research. Perhaps the best single reference for conducting ethno-
graphy in the Schools:is.Cassell (1978)-A Fieldwork Manual for
Studying Desegregated Schools.

1. Evaluators Network

It is strongly, recommended that an evaluator establish his/her
credibility within a schcol district for a year or moreobefore
attempting to implement an ethnographic study. Further; the
support of the project coordinator and of central administrative
curriculum per8onnel is essential,

2. Informed Consent' of Participants

Classroom etl'nographyrelies upon,the teacher volunteer; the
voluntary context of the research forces the creation of a
very special research environment of, interdependent actors.
As a part of obtaining informed consent, candidates for
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participation must be informed of the central l'arposes of the
research and also of the responsibilities; ].imitations and
consequences (if any) of their participation. As in oral
history, care must be taken that research reports about the
'study are not harmful to the participants. In our study we
assured teachers of confidentiality which follows both the
ethics of ethnography and of program evaluation, which clearly
eschews personnel evaluation '(Standards for Educational
Evaluation;"-Stufflebeam et al., 1978). The principal inves-
tigator and ethnographic assistant met after school to discuss
and plan the research agenda with each teacher. We found it
helpful to send a letter explaining the parameters of the
study as a followup (Appendix D).

3. Maintaining Confidentiality

Cassell (1978, p. 77) noted that because of the continuing
relationships formed between observers and participants at
the site, heeding strictures regarding confidentiality become
increasingly important over time. Ethnographers observe or
are informed of many kinds of information which otherwise
would not be known by outsiders. Preserving the,confidentiality
of informants, including children, is crucial to both the
ethics and validity of the study. Decisions regarding'the
use of some types of "private" information are not easy and
judgement may dictate that certain bits of information not be
included in a study even when relevant. Usually, studies of
thi- type are rich enough without the inclusion of "private"

4. Ethics

The ethical basis for ethnographic research was described in
the previous sections on informed consent and confidentiality.
The research site, e.g. public schools, must be kept open for
future research. There are ethical issues and/or considerations
also in the way'observations are conducted, the way reports
are slanted, review procedures available fo teacher collab-
orators and provision of feedback to teach rs. Our concern
was to not only be as unobstrusive as possi le in the classroom
but to make those being observed as comfortable as we could in
order, to presdrve an anxiety free environment.

In scheduling observations four days a, week or less we attempted
_.to be sensitive to a teachers need to not be observed at any
particular time. 'We instructed the observers to never write.
down anything while they were in the'classroom that would be
upsetting or embarrassing to the teacher or students. The
protocols that were written later were to separate-out ethnor
gapher opinions, judgement§ and.hypothesis frbin the main
report of ongoing events . ,(We plan. to ask teachers to review
the protocols from their .clasSrooms and the results of the study
later this year.) reedback to teachers during the study was

23
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not about evaluative judgements but consisted of dialogue
about'ongoing events and also some discussion of their
perspective about an emergent hypothesis concerning some
process, including their use or modification of the
innovation. Teachers were treated as collaborators, not
subjects, in the study.

5. The Viability of the Program Being Evaluated

An ethnographic study, because of its expense, human-inter-
action and involvement, and close scrutiny should only be
planned if the program to b& evaluated is viable in at least
one of the three senses of the word as defined in the Oxford
American. Dictionary, (Ehrlich et al., 1980):

1. (of a fetus) sufficiently developed to be able to
survive after birth.

2. (of a plant) able to liye or grow.

3. practicable, able to exist successfully, a viable
plan. . .

6. Program Evaluability

The question of evaluability, or whether a program is specific
and structured to the point where it can be evaluated'is
complex. HoweVer, ethnography can be used in situations where.
other kinds'of' preset evaluation techniques would be inoperable.
The answer regarding whether an observational study can be a

rationally implemented in a .particular context will depend to
a certain degree upon the persistance and facility of the'
evaluatoi' in working with 'program implementors and recipients,
and also to a large. extent on the attitudes of both towards
the possible benefits Of the rogram for students (which again
suggests the importance of rogr viability).. Establishing,
a research observation schedule was t easy in the fall phase
of cur study, as can possibly be expected in a mainstream .

program, but the high regard'ofthe teachers towards the
potential benefits of the Title I,mathematics services helped
us to implement the research as well. Teachers were also
interested in participating because of their support for alter-
native evaluation strategies, including their encouragement of
a person from central administration spending time in classrooms
and because they were interested in a reflective view of their
own teaching.:

7. Curriculum., Not Interpersonal Relations,, Emphasis

We feel.that ethnographic evaluations'of a curriculum area,
e.g. 4 reading- program, math program, etc. will find easier
acceptance be more.practical to carry out (because the obser.7
vations cover one period not the whole day).anclwiil produce
the most. readily usable results? for use in evaluationstudies
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\ 8. Staffing

the employment of parttimepersonnel to serve as ethnographic'
assistants to the evaluator proved'to. be the single most
important feature of the staffing plan. The ethnographic
assistants carried out scheduled syStematic observations,
with a concentration of site observations .,'and. regular report
writing, which could not possibly have been carried out by
.senior evaluation personnel,.responsible for multiple projects.
For instance, each hour of observation required approximately
three hour :x of, writeL.up time. -Furthermore,.the ethnographic
assistants.(EAs).had the, time to continually maintain and
.renegotiate rapport with persons.at school sites. Because
there were three EAs the study could be carried out at several
sites simultaneously. .

Selection criteria for ethnographic assistants included
(1) background in the social sciences, (2) ability -to develop
and maintain gdod interpersonal relations, (3) experience in

teaching and in .the curriculum area studied, and (4) well-
developed writing skills.

An ethnographic project is .paper, writing and typing intensive.
Adequate secretarial support for the project is very important.'

Consultants from the'fields of educational psychology and
educational anthropology helped to provide a training program
for classroom observers in which program implementors were also

included. 'Further, a different and potentially more powerful
situation for evaluation resulted from discussions of program
iMplementation among the evaluation group (principal investigator-
evluator, ethnographic assistants and consultants) and program
implementors than normally occurs between a single evaluator and
a number of program implementors.

9, Training Observers and Implementors

\

.

It has been widely recognized that the training of observers for
attFalistic studies is crucial to the quality of the data-;
as .well -as to the maintenance of rapport with persons in the
ielq.. The training progi.am also has to be designed appropri-
tely for the educational level and backgrotnd of the observers
ourS

\.

all had masters degrees).

he training program emphasized the subtleties and factors
.

f introducing an innovation intothe claSsroom (an aspect of

he tkaining. prograth,especially meaningful to the impleffientors)

s well as (1) the context. and background ofthe program to be

valuavalu#ed,(2)
establishing and maintaining rapport.with Class- ..

oom
ted,

collaborators, (3) focal points.. for observations
nd (41 writing .protocols. Notebooks containing a sample
rom ehnographic studies and writings on methodological.isSues .writings
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were provided to the observers and implementors and
discussed. (Teachers, were not included in the training
in our study because of logistics; teachers Were not
selected for the study until after the training sessions
which occurred after school opened in the fall.)

An important aspect of the training was the ethics of ethno-
'graphic research, especially regarding anonymity of participants.
A coding system was established for use in writing protocols
to preserve anonymity. A form was devised for hand-written
narratives similar to that used by Evertson at the University
of Texas. Examples of protocols given in the Evertson study
and also by Ray Rist in the BTES were invaluable in providing
models for the ethnographers to use in writing narratives.
Later, we developed our own models for writing protocols.
We also found that actual classroom observations rather than
videotapes were more useful in training the ethnographers.

The ethnographic assistants also observed and. were participants
at the mathematics inservice workshops provided for project
teachers. This served the dual purposes of documenting intended
program implementation communicated to teachers and to further
sharpen observational skills in the area of Mathematics.

A nonjudgemental, distinctly anthropological approach to
observing and describing classroom scenes and program imple-
mentation was maintained throughout the-training sessions and
)during the study. (This was described in greater detail
earlier in this report). We found it relatively easy to train
the EAs. to produce eyewitness level protocols of classroom
events; it was relatively more difficult to have them produce
"thick descriptions" containing hypotheses about patterns or
relationships the behaviors observed. Periodic informal
meetings between the principal investigator and EAs, during
which classroom and program implementation events were discussed-;-
proved invaluable to developing richer insights about the study.

10. Setting the Context with Program Implementors, Building
Principals, TeaChers and Students for Conducting .An
Observational Study

In conducting an ethnographic study of resource service delivery
to classrooms it is very important to work very closely with
the project coordinator 'and resource staff. The nonjudgemental,
descriptive and collaborative framework of the ethnographic
-approach (vs.. the .personnel eyaluation aPproadh) must be clearly
articulated. The selection.of teachers as candidates for

-collaboration with. researchers should be done in a way that
the teachers have a real option not to volunteer. For this -
reason we contacted teachers ourselves, (after. clearing the
possibility of a redearch project with the principal) rather
than having the principal request that teachers participate.
We also selected\teachers who the resource staff felt comfortable
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working with and who, were experienced and capable. The
conditions and limitations of the study were carefully
diScussed by the observers and teacher before any obser-
vations occurred. Teachers explained the observers
presence in the room to students as someone who is
interested in how children. nwork ad sometimes made name
tags for the 'children to wear during the first day or
two to identifTstudents, The observers reported that
after a_day or two children seemed not to notice the
presence of the observer, although there was some initial
interest in the'notetaking (one reason to keep notes as
bland and nnjudgemental as possible).

In...establishing themselves in the field, the observers
attempted to develop a dialogue between themselves and
the teachers regarding ongoing classroom events. This'
served to enrich the observations as the teacher became
an informant for the study and also this shared perspec-
tive gave the teacher some indication about the content
and focus of the observations.

11. Duration of the Study, and Scheduling Observations
Around Implementation

One reason that may have accounted for our success in
obtaining teacher volunteers for the study was that we
restricted the study to 20 observations ora four to
five week period, and observations occurred mainly during ,

only one period, the mathematics period. The observation
schedule of conducting observations before, during and
after resource teachers were in the classroom was an
effictent way to study program implementation. Coordinating
the research agenda with the resource teachers also'
provided insights into the service delivery mechanisms
of the project.

12: Data Collection

The protocols contained'(1) an overview or abstract of-the
focusof that day's observation, (2) .detailed description
of classroom organization and instruction and students
involvement and respdnse to instruction, and (3) comments
or insights of the'observer about the meaning of what had
transpired. The protocols were written up daily and /or
weekly and were given to.the principal investigator for
review, comments, and,questions. After the study was
completed at each site; the ethnographer summarized it
and planned, a final interview with the teacher during Which
the program would be. discussed and her/his reactions to
tentative hYpotheses. Later in the study, teacher review
of protocols and. collaboration in the final -case study.
descriptions is planned. .This will not only provide 'feed-
back to teacher's but willassist in validating the. findings.
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13. Levels of Data AnalysiS:- Time Constraints on
the AnalySis of the Data

It is a' well-known fact that evaluation research functions
in a context of severe timeLconstraints; conversely; ethno-
graphy studies pare notoriously time consuming to analyze
and writ' up. Therefore it is necessary to plan Several
stages ox analysis, some of which Can he ongoing during

.-the course of the'study. It is particularly important. to
,review. the protocols as they are produced to determine
whether data on relationships of emergent interest in the
study are being collected, and also to generate hypotheses.
As themes begin to emerge in the data during the study,
it may be possible to use methods of triangulation or
cross-validation in various settings to test hypotheses.
Porter-Gehrie and Crowson (1980) suggested that early data
samples be collected around focal issues and later analysis
occur about casestudies.and the. meaning of relationships
across case studies. In our study we plan to produce
relatively short case studies of each site using excerpts
from protoCols before, during and. after program implementation,_)
in the classroom followed by a general report organized
around themes with examples from each case study. The
ethnographic assistants will help with the preliminary
analysis.

14. Reporting Results

In preserving anonymity of participants while remaining
"true to the data" it may be more useful and practical to
develop the latter, e.g, reports developed around themes
with relevant examples from 'different sites, then geographic
site studies.; This type of report also may be more readable
and useful to various audiences.

There 'is a need for feedback to participants. It is suggested
that collaborating teachers be given.an example of a protocol
before the observation study begins. It may also reduce
teacher anxiety if teachers have a chance to read one or
more protocols during the observational period. However,
premature sharing of findings may interfere with the "natural
course" of events being observed'. We-plan to ask classroom
and resource teachers to review our findings and the data
from-their classroom near the end of the study; we also plan
to involve them in developing program recommendations.

I

15. Caveats, Difficulties and Things Not To Do

From"doing.fieldwork to setting up the logistics' for the
study'to final. report writing there are a number of pitfalls
to be avoided: Space does not.allow their enumeration here
however, in planningthis present study several -references
were extremely useful. Guba (198O) warned that evaluation
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may be dysfunctional to perTormance and that anxiety may
be one of the spinoffs from evaluation. Therefore the
value and potential utilization of the information to be
gained from a study must be a good trade-off for the
imbalance that it may cause. Also evaluators must be
prepared to take steps to alleviate anxietyfas much as
possible that is caused by the study. The elaboration of
problems encountered in a study by deVoss, Nott and Zimpher
(198n), especially their warning about not overemphasizing'
the- legal or potential risk factor in obtaining informed
consent, was instructive for this study. Also noted in
several studies was the need to replace observers during
the study, something that we had to do in January. We
found that the already trained observers were helpful in
training the new member of the staff,
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AilYiVANVIA

Table 1., Research Time Line for Stage One of the NIE Classroom Imple- 35
mentation-Study, Fall 1980

i

Research Site A;Combination Grage 4 /5'Classroom, Teacher A, Ethnographic
Assistant (EA) .0/(Mathematics period, 10.:4 - 12:00)

Summer 1980. Teacher A volunteered to help in anyway as a participant
in the projeoL

9/18/80. Conference after school between Teacher A and principal
investigator to confirm Teacher A's participation in the study
a6d,to further:explain the study.

Week 1 of Study, October 6. 2 clastroom observations (EA) (mathematics
periods were one.,hod- and 15.minutes), 26 students in clastroom, of
which 11 are in O'rade 5, 15 in Grade 4.

;10/18/80. Conference after school among Teacher A,. principal
investigator and/mathematics project assistant to discuss and
plan Teacher participation in the, study.

. /
. ,

Week 2 of Study, October 20, 3 classroom observatiOnt (EA) 1 classroom
cbservationi, principalinvestigator (PI) 1 observation of mathematics
inservites/involving Teacher A (PI, EA).

Week 3 of Study, October 27. Title I Mathematics Project Specialists
in classroom, 3 day's. 4 classroom'observations 'EA), 1 classroom
observation (PI)..

Weep 4 of .Study, November 3. 2 classroom observations% Monday and
Tuesday (EA). 1 obserVation of classroom group at Camp. Cooper,
followUp of mathematics lesson.

FUTURE PLANS: Ethnographic: interview of'Teache A, .enthnographic
'interview of mathematics resource teacher.

Research Site B; Two classrooms with team teaching organizational-plan,
Teacher B, Grade 2; Teacher.C, Grade a,. Enthographic
Assistant (EA) 2 .(:Mathematics period? 12:15.,- 1;15)

10/3/80. Conference with Teachor C regarding research study, Teacher CA
volunteers--short confirmation of Teacher B, volunteer 10/6/80

o

Week 1 of Study, October. 13. 2 classroom observations by the
ethnographic assistant (EA), 1 classroom observation by principal
investigator (PI) (observations were of both classrooms, there
were 14 students in Grade 3 and 22 in Grade 2).

Week 2 of Study, October 30. 4 classroom observations (EA), 1 class -.

room observation (PI). Observation of Mathematics Project
Inservice (EA, PI).
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Table 1. Research Time Line for Stage One of the NIE Classroom Imple- 36

mentation Stilly, Fall 1980 (contd.)

Week 3 Study, October 27. 3 classroom observations (EA), 1 class-
room cbservatidiTTPTTMethematics Project Specialist spent 2,
days in Grade 2 classroom, 1 day in Grade 3 room.

Week 4 of Study, November 4. 2 observations, EA.

Week 5 of Stude November 10. .1 observation, EA.

FUTURE PLANS:, Include an ethnographic interview .of teachers, fall
1980 and returning to the research site in Winter 1981
to further observe Title i mathematics resource
teacher and followup in 6assroom.

Research Site C; Combinatiim Grade 2/3 classroom, Teacher D, Ethnographic
Assistant (EA)" 2 (Mathematics period 10:45 - 11:30)

10/8/80. Conference. between. Teacher D and principal observer during
which research is explained-and teacher volunteers to collaborate
in the Study.

10/15/80. Conference among Teacher D, PI and ethnographic assistant
to introduce teacher to EA..

10/16/80. Initial classroom observation by EA.

Week 1 of Study, October 20. 2 classroom observations, EA.
. .

Week 2 of Study,'October 27. Mathematics resource teacher in classroom;
----EFFITWIe math period, teacher out for inservice in other program,

Halloween activities. 2 classroom observations, EA.

Week 3 of Stud'November 3.. 3 classroom observations by qA, "class-,
room o serv.tion by PI. 115 hour after school. conference about math.
'between te. her and math Project Specialist.

Week 4 of "t d , Novembox 10. 2 classroom observationsby EA.

FUTURE -PLANS:- Include ethnographic"interview of clasSroom teacher.
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Narrative Form - Clas-srbom Ethnography

Page_ of

Date Teacher Code #

Beginni a ti e Observer Code #

# Aides Present
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Parentt Present

Ending time # Students Present # Others Present

2..

4..

e

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.,

13..

14.

15.

16.

9
17,

18.

19.

20.

21.

22

23.

24.

25.



Narrative Form - Classroom Ethnography

Page of

Date Observer #

TUSD L&R
10113/80

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6..

7.

:8:

9.

10.

11.
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12.

13.

14,-

T5:

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.



APPENDIX C

AGENDA

Program for Training
Ethnographic Assistants

NIE Classroom Implementation Study.

9/22/80 8:30 - 8:45

. Monday

8:45 - 9:30

9:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:15

10:15 - 11:30

39

Introduction and. Getting Acquainted
(Helen Slaughter) .

Orientation to the Research Study:
a) Purpose, b) Scope, c) Developing an
Ethnographic Model for Studying Program
ImplementStioh and d) Ethics in Ethno-
graphic Research

(Helen Slaughter)

Orientation to the Title I Mathematics
Project
1) Approach to mathematics education of

the project
2) Ways of working with classroom teachers

(Title I Mathematics Project Specialists)

Break

Ethnography
(Jack Chilcott)

Suggested readings: BawdEn, Robert,
Susan Florio and Donna Wanout. "Learning
from Teachers: Lgssons about Professional
Development Drawn from Teacher Participation
in Research and Evaluation."

Carrasco, Robert. "Expanded Awareness of
Student Performance--A case Study in Applied
Ethnographic Monitoring in a Bilingual
Classroom."

. (Ethics) Appendix 2 "Teaching
As A Linguistic Process--Mid-Project Report,
V. Koehler NIE Project on Teaching and
Learning."

Geertz, Cliford. "Deep Play: Notes on the
Balinese Cockfight." The Interpretation of
Cultures..

1
Note: 'Training will include dicussions of some of the suggested readings.



9/23/80

Tuesday

9/24/80
Wednesday

9/25/80
Thursday

9:15 - 10.15.

40

Videotape: Mathematics Demonstration
fprTUSD Teachers

(Mary Baretta Lorton)

Developing Observational 5trategies

Focusing/selecting topics to be included
in Narratives'

Notetaking vs. summarizing skills
(David Berliner)

10:15 - 10:30 Break

11:15 - 12:00

8:30 = 9:30

Sociolinguistic framework for studying
classrooms; social interaction and context

(Helen Slaughter)

Suggested readings: Rist, Ray. Ethno-
graphic Techniques and the Study of the
Urban School.

Mehan, Hugh. Learninn Lessons: Social
Organization in the Classroom.

Videotape-of a Third Grade Mathematics
Classroom Lesson:

Discussion
(David Berliner)

Development of Behavioral Indicies of
Implementation

(David Berliner)

10:15 10:30 Break

10:30 -11:30' Non-Participant/participant observation
and informatton gathering--etic and emic
approaches

(Jack Chilcott)

Suggested readings: Behr, Merlyn J.
(Case Study of One Child) Teaching
Experiment: The. Effect of Manipulatives
in 'Second Graders' Learning of Mathematics.

Smith, Louis. An Evolving Logic of
Participant Observation.

Rist, Ray, C. and William J..Tikunoff:
Manual: Ethnographic Observation in the
Classroom

No. meeting: Ethnographic Assistants
attend mathematics, workshop for Grade 3
teachers 8:30 - 11%30, Room 302, Roskruge



9/29/80
Monday

8:30 -'9:30

9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 11:00

11:00 - 11:30

41

Discussion of Ethnographic Assistants
Imp'ressions of the Study to Date

Break

Classroom Ethnography
(Jack Chilcott)

Entry and Establishing Oneself. in the
Field

(Helen' Slaughter)

Suggested readings: Wolcott, Harry-. The
Elementary School Principal.

Carew, Jean V. and Sara Lawrence. Lightfoot.
Beyond Bias: Perspectives on Classrooms.

,

9/30/80 No meeting: . Ethnographic Assistants
Tuesday observe mathematics lesson in classrooms

not participating in the study.

10/1/80 - 10:00 Discussions of,Ethnographic Assistants
Wednesday Classroom Observations

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 11:30 Possible Effects of Introducing an Inno-
vation into the Classroor'n

(Jack Chilcott)

-SuggeSte-d-readings:_ Fullan, Michael and
Pomfrell, Alan. Research Curriculum and
Instruction Implementation (Excerpt:
Determinants of Implementation) RevieW of
Educational Research. Winter 1977.

10/6-8/80 Two days of observation experiehce for
Monday - ethnographic assistants (EA'); Two EAs
Wednesday observe in nonparticipating classrooms,

one observes in a research site classroom.

10/13/80 Training session with PI and consultants.
Thursday Group reading and discussion of EA protocols

from previous weeks observation.
o

PI observes in 2 research site classrooms
at same time as EA followed by consultation
discussion of focuses of observation
discussed in '6he study.

EA attend Title I mathematics inservices
with teacher.collaboratot.s.

10/21 or 23/$0

t
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)0123/80

10/31/80

42

PI meets-with EAs to coordinate and
discuss the research.

Research meeting, PI,.consultant
Jack 1 Title I mathematics,.
Resource Teacher and the 3 EAs to
discuss the classroom observations,
specifics of services offered by'Title I
resource teachers to Classrooms.

11/20/80 'Training in ethnographic interviewing
techniques..



APPENDIX D \
TUCSON UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT

P.O. BOX 40400 //
1010 EAST TENTH STREET

TUCSON, ARIZONA 85717

January, 1981

43

Dear
,

Thank you for volunteering to participate as a teacher collaborator in the
-Classroom Implementation Study of A Supplemental Mathematics Program, funded
by the National Institute of Education (NIE) under the Teaching and Learning
Grant.

We plan to begin our observations of the mathematics program in your classroom
soon. The observations will occur three or four periods a week for approximately
four weeks. All observations are to be schedul0 at the'teacher's convenience
and fit into your schedule.' We will check with you weekly and daily to schedule
the observations. Observations may be cancelled whenever inconvenient for the
teacher and observations will not occur when there is a substitute teacher.
The maximum number of 'observations is 20, including four observations which
I plan to conduct personally. Confidentiality and anonymity is assured for
all participants.

The observerS have all been teachers and 'have worked in the schools. They have
been trained in ethnographic observation techniques and will be as unobtrusive
as possible. During their first two weeks, in your classroom they will be
:Focusing upon the total environment and also trying to learn the names of
Title I math project participants, for whom they will have a list.

We would like to thank you for your willingness to Participate in this study by
paying you at the consensus rate of $11.00 per hour for any extra time you spend
discussing your program and students with myselfand/or the observer either after
school or during break times", etc. We have a budgeted\amount of NIE,funds for
this purpose. We also .have twocdays of released time substitute pay which may
be used fo. you during the study to facilitate the research (this is optional
based on your own interests and availability). We hope to use a part of this to
provide feedback to you regarding the results of research done in your cldssroom,
and also to give you .a chance to review and make comments concerning the
research:

Thank ybu again for being a part of our research team. If there are'any
questions or concerns 'about the study as wego along please. call me at 791-6138.

Sincerely,

Helen B. Slaughter
Principal Investigator'
Classroom Implementation Study of
An Activities-Based Supplemental.
Mathematics Project

HS/ch

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

4 6



1: Handout for AERA Session 34.36
Title,I.Task Force on Evaluation

n B. aughter
Legal and ,Research Se viCes
Tucson .Unified School District
Tucson, Arizona 857

ExCerpt from (Session 25:25):
Classroom Ethnographic Study of
An Activities,Based Supplemental
Mathematics Program

JohrLChilcott, Coauthor
College of Education
,University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721.

A Mo-1 for Conducting Classroom Ethnographic
Evaluation Studies y and Within School Districts

This is an abb eviated account of .a suggested research agenda

for use by school distric evaluators, in developing and conducting

classroom ethnograPhies to be used for educational program evaluation.

The model is interdiscip inary and is based upon concepts derived

from ,anthropology, ecol'agical psychology, teacher effectiveness

research, sociolinguists s-and' the educational evaluationliterature

. to the extent that they be applied by a school district evaluator

who is.themself, a arti ipant of the school distTict community.

.The model, as state he e, is elucidated by the'body of this report

and Other reports regarding the NIE grant which is funding this

research. 'Perhaps the best.single reference for conducting ethno-.

graphy in the schools is Cassell (1978.) A Fieldwork Manual. for'

Studying Desegregated Schools.

1. Evaluators: Network

It is strongly recommended that an evaluator. establish has /her
credibility within a school district for a year or more before
attempting to implement an ethnographic study. Further, the'
support of the project coordinator and of central administ:cative
curriculum-personnelis essential.

. Informed Consent of Participants

Classroom ethnography relies upon the teacher volunteer; the
voluntary context of the research forces.the creation of a
very special. research environment.of interdependent actors.
As a part of obtaining .in- formed consent, candidates for
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